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we understand the importance of our customers retail businesses.

ABOUT US

Link Shopfitting Limited is a shop fitting company based
in East London with over 17 years of experience in the
sector.

During these years we have built a solid reputation for
our professional service amoungst our clients
throughout England and Wells. Link Shopfitting provides
the perfect solution for all retail environments, from
design to site installation. We have an extended client
base and are capable of handling projects of any size,
budget and time constraint, maintaining a professional
standard throughout.

Link Shopfitting have worked with a number of independent stores,
convenience stores, coffee shops, news agent, petro stations, and
pharmacies. Our company is an approved contractor to various wellknown symbol groups such as CostCutter, Premier, Best One. We have
worked and continue to work with Nisa, Post Office, Spar, Londis,
Subway, Bargain Booze. We make sure to compile all specification
requirements, paying attention to details
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OUR SERVICES
At Link Shopfitting we understand the importance of our customers retail businesses. Our mission is to
provide a high quality service and affordability on all of our projects to enhance the success of any
business. Our complete shop fitting begins from an initial design service, right through to a supervised
site installation.

INTERIOR DESIGN

BUILDING WORK

FINANCE

We offer a wide range of shop fitting services and products including: ceilings, electrical works and lighting,
floors, refrigeration, air conditioning, shelving, bespoke joinery and counters, shop fronts, signage, alarm
and CCTV. It is one of our personal objectives to keep up to date with the latest trends and technologies in
the shop fitting industry. This ensures that we can create the most innovative retail environments. Our
extensive links with suppliers means that we are able to offer you the best prices on shelving and
refrigeration systems. All of our bespoke fittings are manufactured in our in-house workshop, by our
skilled production team, enabling us to keep an eye on quality and maintain our high standards.
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All of our projects are personally controlled by the Director, therefore
providing a more personalised service.
Costcutter

Mace

Nisa

Revital
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All of our projects are personally controlled by the Director, therefore
providing a more personalised service.
Postoffice

Family Shopper

Bargain Booze

Simply Fresh
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Thank You
L I N K

S H O P

F I T T I N G

